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Focus remains largely on southern Brazil weather. Some model disagreement but 
overall nod to continuing the dry trend. Weather premium continues to build in 
overall price structure. Stretching the rubber band pretty good. 
 
Technical chart considerations also thrown on top of weather risk premium brings 
new longs. 
 
Corn contract open interest up another 5,079 contracts yesterday. Makes it 14 
straight sessions with increasing OI. Soybean OI up just short of 8K contracts 
yesterday. 
 
Two-sided overnight trade on the best volume of the week so far. CH22 trading 
3¢ higher at $6.01 ¼ with SF22 10 ¼¢ higher at $13.18 ¼. KC and Chi wheat higher 
as well. 
 
Dow futures 54 points higher at 35,435. Crude 33¢ higher at $71.45. US $ Index 
showing a modest decline. 
 
Only three months since July of 2013 has corn ended a month higher than where 
it is trading today. Those were this past April, May, and June. Spot corn the 
highest price now since July. 
 
Weekly EIA repots later this morning will give us a look at ethanol production 
data.  
 
Morning weather headlines – Significant soil moisture declines for central / 
southern Brazil. Drier risk to January for southern Brazil. 31 – 60-day outlook 
remains dry in US southern Plaines.  
 
SFSH relaxing with delivery calcs at a negative 12¢ and first notice day in a week. 
 
Markets close at regular time tomorrow. Closed Friday Christmas Eve. Trade 
resumes Sunday evening. 


